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The Jeeves
Collection Random
House
A Jeeves and

Wooster Omnibus
'Jeeves knows his
place, and it is
between the covers
of a book.' This is
an omnibus of
wonderful Jeeves
and Wooster
stories, specially
selected and
introduced by
Wodehouse himself,
who was struck by
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the size of his
selection and
described it as
almost the ideal
paperweight. As he
wrote: 'I find it
curious, now that I
have written so
much about him, to
recall how softly
and undramatically
Jeeves first
entered my little
world.
Characteristically,
he did not thrust
himself forward. On
that occasion, he
spoke just two
lines. The first
was: "Mrs Gregson
to see you, sir."
The second: "Very
good, sir, which
suit will you
wear?" It was only
some time later
that the man's

qualities dawned
upon me. I still
blush to think of
the off-hand way I
treated him at our
first
encounter...'. This
omnibus contains
Carry On, Jeeves,
The Inimitable
Jeeves, Very Good,
Jeeves and the
short stories
'Jeeves Makes an
Omelette' and
'Jeeves and the
Greasy Bird'.
Enter Jeeves Random
House
DIVSplendid collection
contains first 8 stories
featuring Bertie Wooster,
the deliciously dim aristocrat
and Jeeves, his brainy,
imperturbable manservant.
Also, the complete Reggie
Pepper (Bertie's prototype)
series. /div
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The Jeeves Omnibus
Random House
"Right Ho, Jeeves" is the
second novel by P. G.
Wodehouse, featuring
Jeeves - a fictional character
in a series of comedic short
stories and novels by an
English author P. G.
Wodehouse. Jeeves is the
highly competent valet of a
wealthy and idle young
Londoner Bertie Wooster.
Together they get into
unimaginable adventures,
which the author describes
with brilliant humor and
subtle irony.
The Inimitable Jeeves Simon
and Schuster
When young man about town
Bertie Wooster, nursing a
broken heart, agrees to help
his old friend Peregrine
Woody Beeching, whose own
romance is failing, hilarity and
chaos ensue as Jeeves, the
very epitome of the modern
manservant, steps in to save
Bertie from himself. 100,000

first printing.

Jeeves in the Offing W. W.
Norton
Sir Pelham Grenville
Wodehouse (1667-1745) was
an English humorist. He
wrote numerous novels, short
stories, plays, poems, and
lyrics. Wodehouse is best
known for his humorous
stories about the English
upper class in the first part of
the twentieth century, written
in a smooth, apparently
effortless style. The Inimitable
Jeeves is a set of short stories
loosely woven together. In
each, the hapless Bertie
Wooster (or one of his pals)
finds himself in a sticky,
usually romantic, situation
from which he can only be
extricated by Bertie's
nonpareil gentleman's
gentleman, his valet Jeeves.
This book is in the Deseret
Alphabet, a phonetic
alphabet for writing English
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developed in the mid-19th
collection. A classic collection
century at the University of of stories featuring some of
Deseret (now the University the funniest episodes in the
of Utah).
life of Bertie Wooster,
Very good, Jeeves! Library of gentleman, and Jeeves, his
Alexandria
gentleman's gentleman - in
In The Inimitable Jeeves,
which Bertie's terrifying Aunt
Bertie Wooster and his valet Agatha stalks the pages,
Jeeves embark on a series of seeking whom she may
riotous adventures. Among devour, while Bertie's friend
other things they involve
Bingo Little falls in love with
Bertie's feeble attempts to
seven different girls in
stop his friend Bingo Little
succession (including the
from falling in love with every bestselling romantic novelist
girl he meets. But the amiable Rosie M. Banks). And Bertie,
chump's main concern is to with Jeeves's help, hopes to
avoid the eagle eye and iron evade the clutches of the
will of his merciless Aunt
terrifying Honoria Glossop...
Agatha. In one of the funniest At its heart is one of
works in the English
Wodehouse's most delicious
language, P. G. Wodehouse stories, 'The Great Sermon
charms, delights, and
Handicap.'
occasionally surprises the
Thank You, Jeeves Little,
reader with his shrewd
Brown
parody of the carefree lives of Contents: My Man Jeeves
the English elite.
Extricating Young Gussie
Carry On, Jeeves DigiCat
Right Ho, Jeeves Jeeves is a
A Jeeves and Wooster
fictional character in a series
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of humorous short stories and Bertie, his narrator, remain
novels by P. G. Wodehouse, blissfully unaware of Jeeves's
being the highly-competent machinations, until all is
valet of a wealthy and idle
revealed at the end of the
young Londoner named
story.
Bertie Wooster created in
The Girl in Blue Random
1915. Both the name "Jeeves" House
and the character of Jeeves
A classic Jeeves and Wooster
have come to be thought of as novel from P.G. Wodehouse,
the quintessential name and the great comic writer of the
nature of a valet or butler,
20th century. Trapped in
inspiring many similar
rural Steeple Bumpleigh with
characters. The premise of the old flame Florence Craye, her
Jeeves stories is that the
new and suspicious fiancé
brilliant valet is firmly in
Stilton Cheesewright, and
control of his rich and foppish two-faced Edwin the Boy
young employer's life. Jeeves Scout, Bertie desperately
becomes Bertie Wooster's
needs Jeeves to save him... 'A
protector and all-purpose
cavalcade of perfect joy.' problem solver, devising
Caitlin Moran Sunlit
subtle plans to rescue Bertie perfection... Bask in its
and his friends from tiresome warmth and splendour. social obligations, demanding Stephen Fry 'The best English
relatives, brushes with the law, comic novelist of the
and, above all, problems
century.' - Sebastian Faulks
involving women.
'The greatest chronicler of a
Wodehouse derives much
certain kind of Englishness' comic effect from having
Julian Fellowes
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The Code of the Woosters Simon A Jeeves and Wooster novel The
and Schuster
beefy 'Stilton' Cheesewright has
This edition of The Inimitable
drawn Bertie Wooster as red-hot
Jeeves is a collection of the original favourite in the Drones club annual
11 short stories that initially
darts tournament - which is lucky
appeared in Strand Magazine. It
for Bertie because otherwise Stilton
contains all of the illustrations that would have beaten him to a pulp
were published with the stories.
and buttered the lawn with him.
Drawn by A. Wallis Mills and A. Stilton does not, after all like men
Leete, they make a wonderful story who he thinks are trifling with his
even more enjoyable. Now
fiancée's affections. Meanwhile
available to the public, these
Bertie has committed a more
unique first versions slightly differ heinous offence by growing a
than the ones that appeared in the moustache, and Jeeves strongly
edition of the book from 1923.
disapproves - which is unfortunate,
because Jeeves's feudal spirit is
JEEVES & WOOSTER Les
desperately needed. Bertie's Aunt
Prairies Numeriques
Dahlia is trying to sell her magazine
Like many of Wodehouse's
most popular works, The Head Milady's Boudoir to the Trotter
of Kay's is set among the British Empire and still keep her amazing
chef Anatole out of Lady Trotter's
upper class; in this instance, the
clutches. And Bertie? Bertie simply
backdrop of the novel is a
has to try to hold onto his
boarding school for boys. One moustache and hope he gets to the
dorm that is overseen by the
end in one piece.

much-maligned Mr. Kay has
developed a reputation for
hijinks -- and with good reason.
This good-humored novel is
the perfect read with which to
while away a lazy afternoon.
Wodehouse on crime Aegitas

The Illustrated Jeeves &
Wooster Macmillan
It beats me why a man of his
genius is satisfied to hang
around pressing my clothes and
what not, says Bertie. If I had
Jeeves s brain, I should have a
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stab at being Prime Minister or Bassett. Bertie and Jeeves return to
something. Luckily for us, Bertie Totleigh Towers in a later novel,
Wooster manages to retain Jeeve Stiff Upper Lip, Jeeves.
The Inimitable Jeeves Arcturus
The Jeeves Omnibus W. W.
Publishing
Norton & Company
"Jeeves in the offing finds Bertie
The Code of the Woosters is a
novel by P. G. Wodehouse, first
Wooster in yet another scrapepublished on 7 October 1938, in with the peerless Jeeves out of
the United Kingdom by Herbert sight, on vacation! Poor Bertie
Jenkins, London, and in the
nearly becomes
United States by Doubleday,
unstuck!"--Goodreads
Doran, New York. It was serialised
The Mating Season Random
in The Saturday Evening Post
House
(US) from 16 July to 3 September
“To dive into a Wodehouse
1938 and in the London Daily
novel is to swim in some of the
Mail from 14 September to 6
most elegantly turned phrases in
October 1938. The Code of the
the English language.”—Ben
Woosters is the third full-length
Schott Follow the adventures of
novel to feature two of
Wodehouse's best-known
Bertie Wooster and his
creations, Bertie Wooster and his gentleman’s gentleman,
valet Jeeves. It introduces Sir
Jeeves, in this stunning new
Watkyn Bassett, the owner of a
edition of one of the greatest
country house called Totleigh
comic short story collections in
Towers where the story takes
the English language. This
place, and his intimidating friend
classic collection of linked
Roderick Spode. It is also a sequel
stories feature some of the
to Right Ho, Jeeves, continuing
the story of Bertie's newt-fancying funniest episodes in the life of
Bertie Wooster, gentleman, and
friend Gussie Fink-Nottle and
Jeeves, his gentleman’s
Gussie's droopy and overly
gentleman—in which Bertie's
sentimental fiancée, Madeline
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terrifying Aunt Agatha stalks the 1918. That story had appeared in
pages, seeking whom she may the Saturday Evening Post (US) in
devour, while Bertie’s friend June 1918. All the other stories
appeared in Cosmopolitan in the
Bingo Little falls in love with
US between December 1921 and
seven different girls in
December 1922. This was the
succession (he marries the last,
second collection of Jeeves stories,
bestselling romantic novelist
after My Man Jeeves(1919); the
Rosie M. Banks). And Bertie,
next collection would be Carry On,
with Jeeves’s help, just evades Jeeves, in 1925. All of the short
the clutches of the terrifying
stories are connected and most of
Honoria Glossop. At its heart is them involve Bertie's friend Bingo
one of Wodehouse’s most
Little, who is always falling in love.
Contents The original story titles
delicious stories and a comic
masterpiece, "The Great Sermon and publication dates were as
follows (with split chapter titles in
Handicap."
My Man Jeeves Random House
Inimitable Jeeves is a semi-novel
collecting Jeeves stories by P. G.
Wodehouse. The novel combined
11 previously published stories, of
which the first six and the last were
split in two, to make a book of 18
chapters. It is now often printed in
11 chapters, mirroring the original
stories. All the stories had
previously appeared in The Strand
Magazine in the UK, between
December 1921 and November
1922, except for one, "Jeeves and
the Chump Cyril", which had
appeared in the Strand in August

parentheses): "Jeeves in the
Springtime" -- Bertie's friend Bingo
is in love with a waitress, Mabel,
but fears his uncle won't approve
of her. Jeeves suggests a plan using
romance novels to sway Bingo's
uncle. UK: Strand, December 1921
US: Cosmopolitan, December
1921 ("Jeeves Exerts the Old
Cerebellum" and "No Wedding
Bells for Bingo") "Aunt Agatha
Takes the Count" -- Aunt Agatha
pushes an unwilling Bertie to marry
a girl named Aline Hemingway,
who, along with her brother
Sidney, appears to be quiet and
respectable. UK: Strand, April 1922
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US: Cosmopolitan, October 1922 Wooster novel that is
(as "Aunt Agatha Makes a
"impossible to read without
Bloomer") ("Aunt Agatha Speaks grinning idiotically" (Evening
Her Mind" and "Pearls Mean
Standard), penned in homage to
Tears")
P.G. Wodehouse by bestselling

The Inimitable Jeeves eartnow
Michael Hordern stars as
Jeeves with Richard Briers as
Bertie in a BBC Radio fullcast dramatization. Just when
Bertie thinks that all's right
with the world, there's young
Bingo Little, who's in love for
the umpteenth time and
needs Bertie to put in a good
word for him with his uncle;
Aunt Agatha, who forces
Bertie to get engaged to the
formidable Honoria Glossop;
and friction in the Wooster
home over a red
cummerbund, purple socks
and some snazzy old Etonian
spats. Only the inimitable
Jeeves can save the day.

author Ben Schott -- in which
literature's favorite master and
servant become spies for the
English Crown. The
misadventures of Bertie Wooster
and his incomparable personal
gentleman, Jeeves, have
delighted audiences for nearly a
century. Now bestselling author
Ben Schott brings this odd
couple back to life in a madcap
new adventure full of the hijinks,
entanglements, imbroglios, and
Wodehousian wordplay that
readers love. In this latest
uproarious adventure, the
Junior Ganymede Club (an
association of England's finest
butlers and valets) is revealed to
be an elite arm of the British
secret service. Jeeves must ferret
out a Fascist spy embedded in
Much Obliged, Jeeves Random the highest social circles, and
only his hapless employer,
House
Bertie, can help. Unfolding in
What ho! A new Jeeves and
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the background are schoolwith Jeeves's help, hopes to
chum capers, affairs of the heart, evade the clutches of the
antics with aunts, and sartorial terrifying Honoria Glossop...
set-tos. Energized by Schott's
At its heart is one of
effervescent prose, and fully
Wodehouse's most delicious
authorized by the Wodehouse
stories, 'The Great Sermon
Estate, JEEVES AND THE
Handicap.'
KING OF CLUBS is a delight
for lifelong fans and the perfect
introduction to two of fiction's
most beloved comic characters.

The Inimitable Jeeves Harry
N. Abrams
A Jeeves and Wooster
collection A classic collection
of stories featuring some of
the funniest episodes in the
life of Bertie Wooster,
gentleman, and Jeeves, his
gentleman's gentleman - in
which Bertie's terrifying Aunt
Agatha stalks the pages,
seeking whom she may
devour, while Bertie's friend
Bingo Little falls in love with
seven different girls in
succession (including the
bestselling romantic novelist
Rosie M. Banks). And Bertie,
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